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To lay Christ as the only foundation:
Heads first and hearts fast discipleship
— Dr. David Gyertson
To lay Christ as the only foundation:
Christ as our all
— Dr. Richard Allan Farmer
Why we must remain Christ-centered:
Taylor Student Organization
— Andrew Fennig '02
Why we must remain Christ-centered:
Campus discipleship
— Michelle Toy '02




Why we must remain Christ-centered:
The well-educated mind




Lynette Duplain 72 and her daughter talk
about two of their favorite professors, Jennie
Andrews Lee and Twyla Lee.
20 A SUMMER in
the JUNGLE





responds to Sept. 1
1
No one doubts that the events we
confronted in our nation on Tues-
day. Sept. 1 1 . 200 1 . will have pro-
found impact on us individually
and collectively for the rest of our
lives. Like you. I found myself
overwhelmed by the horror, trag-
edy, conflicting emotions and con-
fusion of what was unfolding. My
first response was to call our com-
munities to prayer.
As we gathered at noon that day,
the goal was to focus our hearts
and minds on the God who has
promised to be with us in times of
overwhelming grief and unimagi-
nable catastrophe. My desire was
to anchor us to the rock of our
salvation so that we could begin
the process of grieving, question-
ing, searching and responding ...
... Evil must be punished but only
after we have embraced the heart
of God whom I believe, even in His
punishment of the wicked, takes
no pleasure in the administering
of that justice.
... Let us be a place and a people
of covenant community whose
power rests in the Almighty,
whose love is anchored to the
reality of the living Christ and
whose journey in search of the
sound and settled mind is led by
the Holy Spirit.
Read the full text and more about
Taylor's response to Sept. 1 1 , 200 1
,
at www.tayloru.edu/taylor/91 1/. ^
Taylor impacted by attacks on nation
The Taylor community has responded to Sept. 1 1 by praying, sending a team
to New York City to assist in the recovery, raising funds, holding special ser-
vices and discussions around campus to deal with the issues that have been
raised and encouraging thoughtful written responses to the recent events. Many
alumni emailed their thoughts to campus shortly after Sept. 1 1 to respond to
the events occurring in the nation. Several letters are excerpted below.
"We live in Arlington, Va., less than one mile from the Pentagon. I work about a mile
west of the Pentagon. It took hours to get home. We went to bed that night with
the smell of the Pentagon burning permeating our entire home. We were awakened
throughout the night to the sounds of low-level fighter jets screeching across the sky.
And we were the very, very lucky ones— blessed by God with our lives and the lives
of our loved ones." —Justin L Powell '96
"We are thankful and praise God for his grace and mercy in keeping this from
being an even more tragic event. Among those who might have been killed but
were spared was my wife's niece. She is a flight attendant for United and was a
part of the flight crew that took off from Boston and struck one of the towers
in New York. However, she and another attendant were pulled from that flight
and put on the next flight out due to the lack of passengers on their flight."
—Greg Roth '85
"Greetings from New York, about 50 blocks north of Ground Zero. My friends in
the city and my colleagues here at Good Housekeeping Magazine are experienc-
ing this tragedy the same way most of the world is — through television. But
because we're so close, we have learned an additional lesson: evil has an acrid
smell and it coats the throat and leaves a bitter taste." —Lee Quarfoot '72
"I read Dr. Gyertson's written response and was encouraged. I have felt like a tired
firefighter, putting out fires of fear, anxiety and worry among the over 600 children
in our school, Walton Charter Academy, Pontiac, Mich. They have been very much
affected by all that has happened and because I am the school counselor, I have had
to be Strong for them." —Bonnie BliszackTUFW65
"We in the Philippines were very sad to hear of the events of Sept. 1 1. My co-worker,
Shirley Abbott, and I completed the Ata Manobo New Testament, which has just
recently come off the press. Dedication celebrations have been postponed during
this period of potential instability in the southern Philippines. Please pray that the politi-
cal climate will soon stabilize and distribution of the New Testament is expedited."
—PatHartungTUFW'61
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Taylor gets involved in disaster relief
They saw truckloads of twisted steel and pulverized concrete that used
to be the gleaming World Trade Center. They smelled the smoky, burning ash
even while visiting Queens, a borough of New York that is ten miles away from
Ground Zero.
One hundred ten Taylor University students and staff members journeyed
to New York City Sept. 27-30 to participate in the relief efforts. The trip was
the idea of sophomore Leandro Montoya. who lobbied the Taylor administra-
tion, the Red Cross and Campus Crusade with his proposal and received final
approval just three days before the scheduled departure.
Arriving on a Friday, following a 16-hour, all-night bus ride from Upland,
Ind., the group went to work immediately. Many went to the emergency head-
quarters of Campus Crusade in Manhattan where they received T-shirts and
memorial booklets. In the coming hours, they gave away hundreds of booklets
with many New Yorkers coming back to ask for additional copies.
One group of students gave a homeless woman a copy of the Campus
Crusade memorial booklet, "Fallen But Not Forgotten." In the ensuing 30
minutes, she poured out her heart before tearfully saying, "I'm sorry, I just
haven't had anyone to talk to about this." After the students held hands and
prayed with her, they opened their eyes to see that nearly 60 New Yorkers had
gathered around them, listening, some praying themselves, many crying.
The Taylor group worked for the Red Cross on Saturday. While part of the
group worked at the Family Assistance Center on Pier 94. others delivered
food to rescue workers and some of the nearly 40,000 people who were dis-
placed by the disaster.
The group returned to campus changed. Many plan to go back to New York
City to volunteer more time. Taylor World Outreach is sponsoring a work trip
there during Taylor's spring break, March 23 - April 1, 2002. -JG
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Taylor students join the volunteer efforts in lower Manhattan.
Symbol Key
^ This symbol indicates a
related web-link where you can
learn more about this topic.
Taylor students discuss the
recovery efforts in New York
"Even with little to no sleep in a
48-hour period, the TU group kept
the needs of the New York City
populace in their sights. After a
16-hour bus ride, the group was
welcomed with open arms by the
Chapel of the Redeemer Lutheran
Church and School in Bayside,
N.Y. By the end of the trip all had
served with the Red Cross, either
in a kitchen for the victims, a
respite center for the workers at
Ground Zero, at kiosks designed to
gather information about possible
missing people or in various other
ways." —Heather Barnes '03
"It was hard to see a wall that
had hundreds of pictures of miss-
ing people and notes to those who
were lost." —Noah Dennis '05
"New York City is filled with a
burnt thick smell, rubble and
groups of silent people in disbelief
and mourning. And I join them."
—Danara Schurch '03
"Our team worked at Pier 94. where
those who had lost or are missing
family members could come for
legal assistance, information and
counseling. We worked in food
lines, stocked fridges, refilled coffee
containers and unloaded pallets
of food supplies. Many who don't
know Christ would sit down with
us and discuss spiritual matters,
demonstrating their eagerness just
to talk. One verse seemed espe-
cially appropriate to me: 'Blessed
are those who hunger and thirst
for righteousness for they will be
filled.'" —Dan Matheson 03
Read about Taylor's response at
www.tayloru.edu/taylor/911/. ^
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Students reflect on Sept. 1
1
through writing
Students were invited to partici-
pate in an essay competition in
response to Sept. 11. Selected as
the best essays were the following:
1st place: "An Old Problem. God's
Omniscient Answer."
by Ryan Pflum '04
2nd place: "September 11th and
Its Aftermath: A Grief Observed."
bv Drew Moser 02
3rd place: "God and Tragedy."
bv Brendan Lee '02
The essays are available online at
www. tayloru.edu/taylor/91 1/. ^
Web cam tracks
construction progress
Visitors to the Taylor website can
stay updated on the work being
done on the new Modelle Metcalf
Visual Arts Center. The new visual
arts center will house all the pro-
grams currently located in the
Ayres Alumni Art Building and
is scheduled for completion in
early 2003. Snapping a picture
every 60 seconds, the Construc-
tion Cam displays images of the
building site at www.tayloru.edu/
taylor/ttomorrow/. \y
Taylor mourns death of
student
On Oct. 20 the body of Katrina
Wahl 04. an art major and music
minor from Cut Bank, Mont., was
discovered by a campus safety
officer. The Grant County cor-
oner's office ruled the death a
suicide. Dr. David Gyertson dis-
cussed the death with the stu-
dent body saying, "God promises
to equip us with all that is neces-
sary to pass through this valley."
Gyertson's complete address and




US. News again ranks Taylor in top ten
Taylor University received a second place ranking in the Midwest division
of comprehensive colleges in the 2002 U.S. News & World Report America's
Best Colleges survey.
This is the third consecutive year Taylor has placed second in its division
of the survey, which started in the late 1980s. In the past. Taylor consistently
has been ranked in the top five. The criteria for the ranking includes gradua-
tion rate, alumni giving, academic reputation, financial resources of the insti-
tution, retention rates and student profile. Of all 322 schools in the liberal
arts comprehensive college category, Taylor had the highest graduation rate
and second highest selectivity rate this year.
"It's exciting to be so well-recognized," said Steve Mortland, director of
admissions. However, "we don't want to make it the reason people think
Taylor's a good place. It's just a confirmation of that."
"We thank the Lord and all those who work so hard to make this type of
recognition possible," said Dr. Gyertson. "Taylor University remains firmly
committed to the core values that brought it into being nearly 16 decades ago
— academic and vocational excellence, spiritual vitality and a commitment
to serve the needs of society both faithfully and effectively." -KM
Midwest division of comprehensive colleges
lLAa 1. St. Mary's College, Ind.
2. Taylor University, Ind.
3. St. Norbert College, Wis.
4. Calvin College, Mich.
5. Ohio Northern University
6. Simpson College, Iowa
7. Wartburg College, Iowa
8. Augustana College, S.D.
8. Central College, Iowa
8. Millikin University, III.
Magers awarded at Parents Weekend
Connie Magers was thanked for her investment in the lives of Taylor stu-
dents at this year's Parents Weekend. Recognized publicly during the Friday
Parents Weekend chapel service, Magers was given the Student Friend Award
for her work as the service manager in Taylor University's food service and
for the love and respect she shows each student with whom she works.
The weekend festivities also included well-attended performances by pia-
nist Randall Atcheson, humorist Ken Davis and many of Taylor's musical
ensembles. Families had the opportunity to hear messages by President
David Gyertson, Dr. Richard Allen Farmer and Chancellor Jay Kesler '58. A
family dinner, silent auction, general store and several sporting events were
also part of the activities.
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Taylor enjoys strong ties with CCCU
"Wherever I go among council campuses, inevitably someone mentions
Taylor as one of the models in Christian higher learning. It is one of the best
'balanced' campuses in relating biblical faith to learning and service," says
Robert G. Andringa, president of the Council for Christian Colleges and Uni-
versities (CCCU). "That is a wonderful testimony to the board and senior
leaders who have helped create a very positive climate for Christian growth."
Taylor University, one of over 100 members of the CCCU, not only benefits
from the public support of the council, but also helps provide the personnel
necessary for the organization to fulfill its mission. Jocelyn Falek '99 works
as publications coordinator, while Kimberly Spragg '94 works as student pro-
grams manager. Chancellor Jay Kesler '58 is the chair of the United Christian
College Fund for the CCCU.
Dr. Dwight Jessup, provost and dean of the University, serves as chairper-
son of the CCCU's student academic programs commission. "Taylor's mem-
bership and active participation in the CCCU strengthens our programs for
faculty and professional development and gives us representation in the wider
field of Christian higher education," states Jessup. "It allows us to collaborate
with over 100 sister colleges and universities in the U.S. and Canada, and
expands our curricular opportunities for students," he says. This fall Taylor
students participated in off-campus CCCU study programs in Washington,
D.C.; San Jose, Costa Rica; Cairo, Egypt; and Oxford, United Kingdom.
Through participation, cooperation and service, the Taylor community
helps the CCCU achieve its stated aim of advancing the "cause of Christ-
centered higher education." Taylor University will host three CCCU-afliliated
conferences this summer. The faith and learning retreat for new faculty will
be held June 6-9, 2002, the Latin American Studies Program runs July 5-7,
2002, and the alumni directors' retreat takes place July 23-2f>, 2002.
Comparison of various types of institutions of
higher education
3,900 - approximate number of institutions of higher
education in the country according to the
U.S. Department of Education
1,500 - approximate number of private, non-profit
four-year colleges and universities
900 - private, non-profit four-year colleges
and universities founded with
a church-related affiliation
101 - private, non-profit four-year
colleges and universities that are




Women's basketball opened its
season with a win and a loss. The
team lost to Ohio Dominican, 67-63,
but returned the next day to defeat
Robert Morris College, S5-64. The
Taylor women were ranked IS' 1 ' in
the NAIA Div. II pre-season poll.
Men's basketball was rated 10 th in
the XAIA Div II pre-season poll.
The men's cross-country team
placed third in the Mid-Central
Conference meet, and fifth in the
XAIA Region VIII meet. The Tro-
jans, with no seniors on the team,
ran well throughout the season.
The women's cross-country team
finished third in the MCC meet, and
sixth in the Region VIII meet. The
top four runners on the squad are
sophomores and freshmen, giving
them great hopes for the future.
The football team defeated Olivet
Nazarene on Parents Weekend,
21-14. The team ended their season
with a record of 2-S.
Men's soccer finished the season
with an 1 1-7 mark, placing second
in the MCC regular season. Their
season ended with a 2-1 loss to
Marian in the MCC Tournament.
The women's soccer team played
to a 9-6-3 record, placing them
third in the MCC regular season.
The team won its first-round play-
off match, defeating Goshen 1-0.
but lost in the semi-finals to St.
Francis, 2-1. Melissa Strohmaier
'05 and Dana DiSanto '05 were
named to the MCC all-conference
team. Strohmaier was also selected
as the MCC Newcomer of the Year.
The Lady Trojan volleyball team
won eight matches in a row to earn
a ninth-place ranking in the XAIA
with a 37-4 mark. They defeated
Grace for the MCC regular season
(cont. on page 6)
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(cont. from page 5)
championship, having gone through
the MCC schedule undefeated at
7-0. The Lady Trojans faced the
#10-rated team. Georgetown, and
ended their regular season on a
high note with a 3- 1 win.
Women's tennis placed third in
both the MCC regular season and
MCC tournament. They will be
plaving in the NAIA Region VIII
tournev in May.
Men's tennis finished 10-0 and
won both the MCC regular season
and tournament. They will play




Don Taylor recently won his 100"'
victory as head coach of Taylor's
men's tennis team. In the process
Coach Taylor's squad finished its
second consecutive undefeated
season and won the Mid-Central
Conference crown for the third
year in a row. Coach Taylor has
now won four MCC Champion-
ships in his seven years at the
helm of the men's tennis program.
The team will compete in the
NAIA Region VIII tournament next
spring in hopes of qualifying for
the NAIA national tournament.
To learn more about any of Taylor
University's sports programs, visit
the Taylor athletics website at
www. tayloru.edu/upland/athletics.
tilk
Nate Bates x'00, head
coach of the Taylor
men's lacrosse team
Baseball players spend evening at Riley
Hospital for Children
Ryan Rupp 03 and Chris Beebe '05 are used to working on a team to
earn a victory. On Oct. 25, their teamwork consisted of singing duets for
a severely handicapped child.
During their three-hour stay at Riley Hospital for Children in Indianapolis,
Ind., Rupp, Beebe and the rest of the Taylor baseball team spent time visiting
the children. One child in particular, Heather, stood out to Rupp and Beebe.
"We didn't ask Heather how long she had been a patient at Riley, but
everything from her expressionless face to her slender and frail body sug-
gested that she had spent a large portion of her 14 years in hospital rooms,"
shared Rupp. "At first Chris and I were unsure of what to do," he added.
"Shortly after we sat down with her. Heather paused and asked us to sing
the 'I Love You' song from Barney and Friends," continued Rupp. "We fol-
lowed that song with Jesus Loves Me,' and then for about 30 minutes we sang
different songs that Heather requested, including some country music - we
even tried to accommodate a request for us to sing Vanilla Ice.
"
The baseball team continued to take advantage of opportunities to do vol-
unteer service during the first semester. They spent a full day working with
Habitat for Humanity on Nov. 10. Their regular season of ballgames begins at
home on March 5, 2002. against Indiana Tech.
Lacrosse captures campus attention
Expect big things from the Taylor men's lacrosse team this spring.
The club team was voted this year into the highly selective Central Colle-
giate Lacrosse Association (CCLA). which includes NCAA teams such as Illi-
nois State University, Calvin College and Ball State University. Their spring
schedule includes tournaments with several Big Ten schools such as North-
western, Purdue and University of Iowa.
This is also the first year the team had a full coaching staff. "I think we can
compete in this league and do very well," says Head Coach Nate Bates x'00.
The five-year-old team consists of about 40 men, some of whom never
played the sport before coming to Taylor. In the fall preseason. Steve Green
'04 was nominated for first team all-CCLA; Brookes Odle '03 and Brian Hill
03 received nominations for all-CCLA honorable mention. The men prac-
ticed successfully during the fall and had tournaments at Indi-
ana State University in October and at Ball State University in
November.
According to Bates, "The new guys are picking it up, and the
returning guys are better than they were last year."
As a club, the team is not supported financially by the Uni-
versity. Each member of the team is required to pay over $100
to cover equipment, uniform and transportation costs. However,
"the additional costs of participating in this league are outweighed
by the gained exposure we'll receive both for the team and the
University," said Bates. -KM
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Taylor prepares to test satellite
Kosmotros, the Russian company supplying the launch vehicle for the TU
Sat 1 project, has recently informed Taylor they will push the launch date back
from May 1, 2002, to Fall 2002. As a result, TU Sat 1 will not need to be deliv
ered until Spring 2002. The extra time will be used by the physics department
to conduct more rigorous tests and make improvements to the project.
Currently, the aluminum framework of the satellite is finished and the elec-
tronic boards are under assembly and revision. The HCJB World Radio Engi-
neering Center has joined the effort and is aiding in the design of the commu-
nication antennas. The TU Sat 1 team intends to complete the basic satellite
unit by the end of 2001 and then enter a testing phase. Details are available at
www.tayloru.edu/satl.-AB ^
Burden named 2001 Distinguished
Professor
Taylor University honored Dr. Stanley L. Burden as the 2001 Distinguished
Professor on May 14, 2001. Throughout his 35 years of faithful service to his
alma mater, he wrote numerous papers and grants and earned respect on and
off the Taylor University campus through leadership in statewide organiza-
tions and affiliations with national research projects. The sciences have come
alive in his classrooms through the use of his expansive knowledge and expe-
rience, ranging from electrochemical methods of analysis to atomic absorp-
tion instrumentation.
The recognition honored and surprised Burden. "I had no indication at all
that I would receive this," Burden said. "I was obviously thankful and grateful
for the honor.
"
Burden's love for Taylor and the students goes beyond the chemistry lab.
"Working at Taylor for 35 years has been a rewarding experience," Burden
said. "To see students grow academically is good, but to see them grow spiri-
tually is great." -BJ
Taylor alumnus serves as New York City
Fire Department chaplain
Amidst the multitude of tragic stories to emerge
from the terrorist attacks on Sept. 11. millions of
Americans were saddened to hear the story of
Father Mychal Judge, a chaplain with the New
York City Fire Department, who was killed by
falling debris while ministering to a dying fire-
fighter. Al Thompson '52 now fills Judge's post.
While attending Taylor's Homecoming, he spoke
soberly of the difficulties faced by many in New
York and his commitment to continue sharing
Christ's love with those he serves.
C.S. Lewis & Friends
Alumni Retreat
The date has been set for the
next C.S. Lewis & Friends Alumni
Retreat. Taking advantage of Tay-
lor's collection of books and vari-
ous manuscripts by C. S. Lewis,
Dorothy L. Sayers, Charles Wil-
liams. Owen Barfield and George
MacDonald, which is described as
the third best such collection in
the world, the gathering will be
held on the Upland campus May
31-June 2, 2002. More informa-
tion on the conference or Tay-
lors collection of the writings of
Lewis and related authors is avail-
able at http://www.tayloru.edu/
upland/programs/lewis/ or by call-
ing 1-800-882-3456 x5245. ©
Youth Conference
Youth Conference is April 19-21,
2002. Registration will be avail-
able online at www.tayloru.edu/
upland/student life/two/yc/ starting
in January or by calling 1-800-
882-3456x5394. ©
Fitness Center expanded
A wall was removed to double the
size of the Odle Gymnasium fitness
room and additional equipment
was purchased. Student workers in
that facility must now be wellness
and sports management majors,
first aid and CPR certified, and
trained in how to use the equip-
ment and design personal fitness
programs. -KM
Listen to chapel online
Taylor's chapel services are broad-
cast on the web and available
anytime at http://www.tayloru.edu/
interact/. All that is necessary to
listen is RealPlayer, version 5 or
above and some computer speak-
ers. RealPlayer can be downloaded





Alumni were "Continuing the Journey" at the 2001
.Homecoming. For those who returned for the October
5-7 weekend, the University provided many opportunities
to reconnect with the campus and
other alumni. Events included the
Homecoming chapel service, a collage
concert that featured the many
ensembles in the music department, a
retirement dinner for Dr. Fred Shulze,
a 10th anniversary celebration at the
International Soup House, a 40th
anniversary reading for the Parnassus
literary magazine, the 5K walk/run,
the alumni brunch and alumni awards
ceremony, football and soccer games,
a concert by the Pacifica Quartet, five-
year class reunions, meetings with
departments and professors, and a
Sunday morning worship service.
The Taylor football team
beat the St. Xavier Cou-
9ars " The class of '51 returned to their alma mater
to celebrate their 50th class reunion.
Three generations return to campus.
Edward Dodge '57, Ralph Dodge '31
and Randall Dodge '81.
Al Thompson '52 now serves in
the role formerly held by Father
Mychal Judge, a chaplain with the
New York City Fire Department,
who was killed by falling debris
while ministering to a dying fire-
fighter on Sept. 1 1
.
i.
Some with dogs, some
with strollers and some
with quiet determination -
alumni enjoyed the annual
Homecoming 5K walk/run.
Pictured here is Lynn
McBride. Paul Ritchie '99
won the race for the third
year in a row, this time
completing the 3.1 miles in
just over 15 minutes.
See additional pictures at
http ://www. tayloru. edu/upland/alumni/.
Learn more about the awards or nominate someone at
http://www.tayloru.edu/upland/alumni/awards/









"In my eyes, my wife is the
real distinguished alumnus in
our family."




"I accept this award as a
representative of the many
Taylor alumni who serve in
extraordinary ways. Politics
won't change the world. That
only happens one heart at a
time."
— David Thompson '91
2001 distinguished friend of
Taylor University
"As John 1 says, 'through him
all things were made. Without
him nothing was made.'"




"I've pledged to God to be a
good steward of the talents
I've been given."
— Dr. Charles Ridley '70
Legion of Honor award for
Taylor University
"The Taylor University
experience, however it may
be described, is eternal
business — Kingdom work if
you will, and it is my privilege
to be part of it. Many people
could be recognized, and I am
deeply grateful for this honor.
'Soli Deo Gloria' — to God
alone be the glory."
— Walt Campbell '64
2001 honorary alumni of
Taylor University
"Even more than we appreciate
this award, we appreciate being
a part of the TU community."




"I am thankful to be able to
serve with Youth for Christ and
to work with troubled youth."
— Irv Polk '61
o
2001 distinguished alumnus
for service to Taylor
University
"I want to give more to the
world than I take away. We are
all custodians of God's money,
and we should use it well. I also
want to recognize my wife and
the many Taylor alumni who
serve in extraordinary ways,
day in and day out with no
brass bands or awards."
— Bob Gilkison '57
Taylor
University is christ-centered
"Taylor University is a covenant community on a journey of Christian disci-
pleship that is Christ-centered, biblically anchored, Liberal Arts grounded,
whole person focused, vocationally equipping, world-engaging and ser-
vant leadership motivated. The goal of the Taylor Experience is to pro-
duce disciples able to do God's work throughout His creation, ministering
the redemptive love of Christ to a world in need through lifetimes of learn-
ing, leadership and service."
This visioning statement, designed to guide the twenty-first century imple-
mentation of Taylor University's mission, contains a list of seven core
values that make up the Taylor Experience. This issue of Taylor magazine
examines the first of those seven values, Christ-centeredness, in detail.
In the following pages President David Gyertson, Dr. Richard Allen Farmer,
a few Taylor students and several Taylor alumni explain why it is critical
that Taylor remain Christ-centered. Future issues of Taylor magazine will
explore each of the remaining core values in depth. The seven core values
logo, designed to highlight the need to keep Christ central in all our
endeavors, will be included on each page that focuses on the core values
in this issue and in the ones to come.
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To lay Christ as the only foundation:
Heads first and hearts fast discipleship
Zet every student be plainlyinstructed to consider that the
main end oflife is to know God
andJesus Christ and therefore
to lay Christ as the onlyfoundation
ofall sound knowledge and learning.
So declares the founding purposes of
Harvard University. Over three centu-
ries later, Taylor University unapolo-
getically embraces this view of higher
education that stretches the mind and
cradles the heart. To be intentionally
Christ-centered is our most important
commitment as we prepare twenty-first
century Christians for the challenges
before them. A singular priority guides
my commitment to lay Christ as the
foundation for all we do: Taylor must
be a place of Christian discipleship that
is both heads first and hearts fast.
Those who nurtured my faith
believed that Christ-centered disciple-
ship requires a heads first journey.
They understood that, having come to
Christ as a sinner saved by faith, I
must become next a faithful follower
through the transformed mind. Effec-
tive discipleship is driven by the Great
Commission mandate to make disci-
ples, teaching them to observe all that
Christ commanded, Matthew 28:20.
Jesus spent the majority of His time
teaching. The primary means He used
to turn the least, the left and the lost
into world-changers was the reshaping
of their worldview punctuated by the
outpouring of the Holy Spirit. While
the disciples marveled at our Lord's
miracles, they were enlisted by His
— President David Gyertson
revolutionary message of a Christian
counter culture that lived differently
because it reasoned divinely.
I was taught to embrace Paul's exhor-
tation not to be conformed to the world
but transformed by the renewing of
my mind, Romans 12:20. The Scrip-
ture written in my Bible as I left for col-
lege was Study to show yourselfapproved
unto God, a workman that needs not to
be ashamed, rightly dividing the Truth, 2
Timothv 2:15. This heads first, Christ-
focused priority of biblical discipleship
influenced much of the western world
for seventeen centuries and was at the
center of Harvard's educational mis-
sion. Learning was anchored to the
belief that followers of Christ should
be skilled beyond as well as in the
teachings of Scripture. The intellectual
enterprise was guided and guarded by
the conviction that all that is True
belongs to God, finding genesis and
sustenance in the One who is the way,
the Truth and the life, John 14:6 - that
in Him we live and move and have our
being, Acts 17:28.
Milton emphasized that the end of
learning is to repair the ruins ofourfirst
parents by regaining to know God aright,
and out ofthat knowledge to love Him,
to imitate Him and to be like Him. C.S.
Lewis challenged students of his day
to take time for a thorough education
even in periods of national turmoil.
To be ignorant now would be to throw
down our weapons and betray our uned-
ucated brethren who have, under God,
















attacks ofthe heathen. Goodphilosophy must exist, iffor no
other reason, because hadphilosophy needs to be answered. In
light of the recent tragedies in our nation, his words are
proroundlv prophetic as we faithfully perform our Taylor
mission of heads first discipleship.
We must reach for the highest levels of intellectual
achievement so that we are grounded in the deepest levels
of understanding. We must lay Christ as the only founda-
tion for sound knowledge and learning across every dis-
cipline and within every vocation. With the revelation
of lesus Christ as both Rabbi and Redeemer, we must
emphasize studving to show ourselves approved unto God
so that new generations are able to accurately discern and
effectively declare the glorious truths of God.
One of the great challenges, however, of heads first
discipleship is that, alone, the euphoria of learning can
Who is wise and understanding amongyou? Let
him show by good conduct that his works are done
in the meekness ofwisdom. But ifyou have bitter
envy and selfseeking in your hearts, do not boast
and lie against the Truth. This wisdom does not
descendfrom above but is earthly, sensual and
demonic. For where envy and selfseeking exist,
confusion and every evil thing are there. But the
wisdom that isfrom above isfirstpure, then peace-
able, gentle, willing to yield, full ofmercy andgood
fruits, without partiality and without hypocrisy.
James 3:13-18.
No matter how much we learn, we see through a glass
darkly. No matter how deeply we probe the mysteries of
life, we know only in part. The tough mind requires the
.
tender heart - heads
We must reach for the highest levels of intellectual first creates effective
achievement so that we are grounded in the deepest disciples only if they
levels of understanding." are hearts fast n
communion with
lead to arrogance, limited specialization and self preoc- God and community with their neighbors. At Taylor we
cupation. The greater the knowledge we acquire, the more strive to minister God's redemptive love to one another
as well as to a world in need through the disciplines ofcritical it is that we discover wisdom. Knowledge is the
blossom of the exercised mind, but wisdom is the fruit
of the circumcised heart. The Great Commission focuses
on the heads first of teaching them to obey. Jesus' Great
Commandment, Mark 12:30-31, provides the reason for
our knowing - to be anchored to the heartsfast command
of loving God with our total being and our neighbors
as ourselves. The Great Commission's heads first is the
methodology of informed discipleship. The Great Com-
mandment's hearts fast is the motivation that produces
connected and serving disciples.
Learning is designed to maximize our capacity for
loving - loving God fully and serving others freely even as
Christ loved and served us. Hearts fast disciples are those
whose knowledge wisely leads them to an ever-deepening
communion with God and an ever-increasing commit-
ment to sacrificial community with others. I am drawn
regularly to this biblical benchmark for Christ-centered
learning that is both heads first and hearts fast.
both learning and loving. At Taylor we seek to guard the
cornerstone of such discipleship by daily laying Christ as the
only foundation.
Dr. David Gyertson is in his second year of service
as president of Taylor University. Gyertson holds a
doctorate from Michigan State University with a major
in higher education administration and management.
Before coming to Taylor he served in a variety
of leadership roles, including president of Asbury
College and president of Regent University.
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To lay Christ as the only foundation:
Christ as our all
— Dr. Richard Allen Farmer, dean of the chapel
When I was a senior at New York City'sHigh School of Music and Art, I knew
what my major would be in college. I
wanted to polish my musical gifts. I was
not wandering, searching or crying to the heavens for help. I
had been given the gift of playing the piano and singing, and
I knew I was to use that gift for the rest of my days. What I
didn't know was what college I would go to for training.
My high school guidance counselor was a Jewish woman
who knew of a Christ-centered college. One of my friends
showed her the catalog of Nyack Missionary College. He
wanted to go there and needed help in the processing of the
application. When I went to Mrs. Klinger shortly thereafter,
she said, "I just heard about a college that you might like.
It's religious." I went to check it out, and there I spent four
of the most formative years of my life.
While I would have enjoyed the Juilliard School or the
Manhattan School of Music, both ofwhich were attractive
to me, these would not have given me the Christological
perspective for which I longed. As a student at a Christ-
centered college, both the opportunity and challenge of
blending my faith with my academic field were mine. In
the words of Harold Best's provocative book, I saw "music
through the eyes of faith.''
Fast forward with me to the year 2001. Here at Taylor
University, 800 miles from my native New York City, the
same emphasis is made. We train women and men to see
their academic discipline through the eyes of faith. What
a joy it is to invest in my colleagues here. Each time I
stand in chapel to preach or sit at the piano to play, I
am aiming at something very specific. I am asking one
question: "How may I blend homiletical and musical skills
in such a way as to serve as a mouthpiece for the living
God?" Our love for and commitment to the Lord Christ
should never be seen as some inconvenient add-on. Rather,
it ought to be central.
A portion of the prayer of St. Patrick comes to mind here,
as I think of my personal goal and our corporate goal at
Taylor University.
Christ be with me, Christ before me,
Christ behind me, Christ within me,
Christ beneath me, Christ above me,
Christ at my right, Christ at my left,
Christ in the heart of every man who thinks of me,
Christ in the mouth of every man who speaks to me,
Christ in every eye that sees me,
Christ in every ear that hears me.
Dr. Richard Allen Farmer has served Taylor University
as dean of the chapel since 1999. He is a graduate of
Nyack College where he earned a bachelor of music
degree in 1975 and Princeton Theological Seminary
where he earned a master of divinity degree in 1980.
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Why we must remain Christ-centered:
Taylor Student Organization
— Andrew Fennig 02, student body president
The question ofwhy the Taylor Student Organ-ization (TSO) must remain Christ-centered is
not difficult to answer. For in my mind I can
think of no reasonable argument for why TSO,
or my own personal life for that matter, should be any-
thing but centered on the Christ who legitimizes both.
Wouldn't a tool designed for a specific task be discarded if
it was ineffective in doing that for which it was created?
Should a pet rescued from death by his master then give
and walks in the fullness and power of the Lord because of
the knowledge of his identity in Christ and the power of
the purpose He has placed on his life.
TSO has a role in developing students into the people
they were created to be, and it is imperative that Christ
be at the center of every decision made and every event
planned. If He is not, then we are lost in the world to
which we are called to minister.
"Taylor University has been charged and entrusted
with developing and training Christian men and
women for a life of service to Christ."
his love and affection to someone else? So the obvious
answer to the question of why TSO must remain Christ-
centered is because we have been created for this very thing.
Taylor University has been charged and entrusted with
developing and training Christian men and women for
a life of service to Christ. TSO's role in that call is
to develop a unified community among students and to
create an atmosphere where people are challenged and
learn to have fun.
Our goal is to help the student body realize that they
have been called to be average Christians. This call to
be "average" is challenging when we remember that we
were originally created and designed to live forever, walk-
ing intimately with our Creator in the garden. This is
how God envisioned His interaction with us. The average
Christian is one who is consistently led by the Holy Spirit
Student Body President Andrew Fennig '02 was raised
on a farm just outside of Portland, Ind. An international
business major with minors in political science and
economics, he plans to use his major to work in business
and use those opportunities for world missions.
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Why we must remain Christ-centered:
Campus discipleship
- Michelle Toy '02, campus discipleship coordinator
Imagine
trudging over a snow-covered field in the
middle of a blizzard. Driving wind whips sleet and
ice against your face. No matter how tightly you
clutch your jacket, the cold wind finds its way inside.
You push forward with reluctant feet. Suddenly, you see
a flicker of light miles ahead - a home, warmth, security!
You press on toward the light with renewed vigor, forget-
ting the resistance from the wind and snow around you,
desiring only to gaze at the goal ahead.
This scene parallels our spiritual journey through life; it
depicts the importance of centering on Christ as Lord of
our lives. Though the blizzard may rage around us, if our
hearts are centered on our Father, we will not be shaken
because He is "our Rock and our Salvation," Psalm 62.
As a student leader on campus, I have found the only
way to press on through the storm is to keep my eyes
focused on the Lord. Although it takes much discipline, I
have learned the best way to focus on the Lord is through
consistent times each day alone witb God. When I am
in connection with the Lord each day, I am far more
able to keep my perspective in line with Gods perspective
and live for an audience of Him alone. In keeping Christ-
centered, especially as a leader, I have learned that I
must be so grounded in who I am as God's child that
I am not swayed by others' opinions. Additionally, sur-
rounding myself with people who are running the same
race, inspired by the same vision, encourages me to keep
Christ at the center of all I do.
My prayer is that the discipleship coordinator program,
along with the many other facets of the Taylor com-
munity, will encourage students to live lives centered on
Christ. As the campus discipleship coordinator, I have a
passion to equip and motivate the students on this campus
to realize our total dependence on the Lord, and thus
the need to develop intimate relationships with Him. It is
my prayer that through the influence of spiritually solid,
passionate discipleship coordinators in the dorms, each
person at Taylor will fall more deeply in love with God
and will intentionally seek to place Him at the center of
his or her life.
As Paul declared in Philippians 3:13, we must "forget
what is behind, and strain toward what is ahead" as we
seek to keep our lives centered on the Lord in all we do.
Michelle Toy '02, from Mason, Ohio, is majoring in
elementary education and minoring in Spanish. She
spent part of the fall semester student teaching eighth
grade in Hartford City, Ind., and enjoys investing in
students' lives.
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Why we must remain Christ-centered:
Rigorous academics
— Marian Derby '31 and Rob Wiley '96
There are many colleges and universities which
are called Christian schools. They emphasize
Christian ideals and values as well as the aca-
demic preparation for successful careers. Tay-
lor's emphasis on Christ-centered lives is a plus that is
especial ly needed now.
I hose w ho h.i\ e I lirist at t he center oi their lives not
onlv have His guidance but His power. His motivation
for action. It is the self-giving Christ living in them that
makes the difference.
During recent weeks the strains of "God Bless America'
have been heard at community gatherings, on the radio
and TV wherever Americans have met in response to
the disastrous history-changing events of Sept. 11, 2001.
As Christ-centered Christians, can we also sing "God
Bless Afghanistan, Iraq, and Pakistan" or "God Bless the
crowded nations of Asia, the new nations of Africa, and
the economically depressed nations of Latin America"?
Surely there is no time in history when Christ-centered
lives have been needed more. As Tavlor remains Christ-
centered, it can make a difference!
Marian Derby '31 served for 40 years as
a missionary and a mission executive of
the United Methodist Board of Missions.
Derby was one of four members of the
class of 1931 who served with that body.
Ralph and Eunice Dodge and Marguerite
Deyo were the other three members.
I
tutored calculus for three years while I was a student
at Taylor; as you might imagine, the experience has
scarred me for life. Even though I haven't taken
a derivative since my junior year, I still love the
subject - its order, power and complexity demonstrate the
magnificence of God's creation. However, it wasn't just the
subject that I loved while I was tutoring, it was the people
to whom I was able to minister. Helping pre-med, business
and computer science students understand how calculus
worked, or at least how to do what would be on the test,
was a chance to show Christ's love to them.
I see Christ in calculus. I see Christ while working at a
Fortune 500 company. I see Christ in the teenagers with
whom my wife and I work at our church. I see Christ
while tickling my two-year-old.
Understanding who Christ is and what He did on the
cross dramatically affects the way I live my life every day.
Whether I realize it or not, my relationship with Christ
permeates every aspect of my life — how I think, what I
do, who I am.
Being Christ-centered causes me to see the world around
me differently; that is why the Taylor experience was such
an important part of my life - it taught me to see and
analyze the world differently because ofmy relationship
with Christ.
Why should Taylor remain Christ-centered? Because,
just as Christ differentiates Christianity from other reli-
gions, Taylor's Christ-centeredness differentiates it from
other universities. It teaches those who come in contact
with it to see the world differently.
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Rob Wiley '96 (rwiley@yahoo.com) lives
in Indianapolis with his wife Jennifer
(VonEschen '96) and daughters Grace,
age two, and Madeline, four months. He
is an IT team leader at Eli Lilly and
Company and is active at College Park
Church as a youth group sponsor and
family care deacon.
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Why we must remain Christ-centered:
The well-educated mind
— Clark and Heidi Hewitt '84
In
an age of relativism and postmodernism, it is vital of the learning process. God promises to give wisdom to
that not only values be taught but absolute truths, those who seek for it in James 1:5 and promises to grant the
These absolute truths are the foundations that must Holy Spirits presence to teach, counsel and remind us of
be given to the future generations if the gospel of His Word in John 14:26. What a blessing as an educator to
Christ is going to be spread. As Christian educatots, we rely on the greatest Teacher of them all.
have a tremendous opportunity and an awesome responsi- Discipline is another important aspect of the job of a
bility We believe there are ways in which these truths can Christian educator. Righteousness and right living ate not
and should be taught in the educational environment. popular words these days, yet are so very important. Imagine
A teacher is very influential in the lives of those whom he trying to raise your own children without scolding, correcting
or she teaches. Teachers not only teach the subject, but their and training them. Our children would never have other-
lives become living texts through which students learn prin- wise learned "thank you" and "I am sorry." Training both
ciples and morals about life that can and will direct them as a parent and as an educator takes patience, time and dili-
in the future. Luke 6:40 states, "... everyone who is fully gence. I Timothy 6:1 1 states, "... pursue righteousness, god-
trained will be like his teacher." Lasting impressions with liness, faith, love, endurance and gentleness." The cost of
instructing these virtues may
"We are so thankful for the efforts of the University be strenuous, difficult and dis
and the education department to keep these appointing at times but so
intangibles and ideals reachable and attainable."
w™
christian education
the students we teach are instilled through the example of a
life lived for Christ.
Furthermore, the importance of listening to the Holy
Spirit is essential for guidance and discernment of young
people. On a daily basis an educator has to make decisions
involving such things as discipline, student conflict, paren-
tal involvement and relational issues that are a continuation
students, Taylor University
instilled in us these life-changing truths. We are so thank-
ful for the efforts of the University and the education
department to keep these intangibles and ideals reachable
and attainable. It is our desire to instill these same truths
in every student we teach so they can be Christ-like and
unshaken in their foundations.
Clark '84 and Heidi (Ison '84) Hewitt
have three children, Hannah, age
13, Kaylee, age 11, and Collin, age
8. They have served as teachers,
coaches and administrators at Harbor
Light Christian School in Harbor












daughter Amy '99 TUFW and I are often told we look
alike, but looks are not the only resemblances we bear. We
are both Taylor alumni, we both work at vocations that require
us to use our servants towels daily, and we both had a teacher
at Taylor named Mrs. Lee who mentored us through a challenge
that set the course of our careers.
I graduated from Taylor Upland with a degree in elementary
education. Amy graduated from Taylor University Fort Wayne
(TUFW) with a degree in social work. My special teacher was
Mrs. Jennie Lee. She coordinated my student teaching experi-
ence. Amy's special teacher was Mrs. Twyla Lee. She also coordi-
nated Amy's internship experience.
Jennie Lee was unlike any teacher I have ever had. She was,
and still is, vibrant and witty with a zest for learning and an
undying passion for adventure. The year I did my student teach-
ing, she initiated a pilot program in the Chi-
cago area for elementary education majors. I
was privileged to be chosen to participate in
that project.
Mrs. Lee recalls, "Taylor had been making improvements in
its teacher preparation program for some time. I believed we
were ready to see how well our emerging Taylor
teachers compared to those coming out of similar
colleges and universities. The public schools in the
areas surrounding Chicago were rated as some of
the best schools in the country. They were also hosts to student
teachers from the colleges we wanted to measure our program
against. It seemed a natural pilot site for a select group of our
elementary education majors."
"Lynette was part of a group we placed in a
particular host school that was transitioning from
the traditional classroom model to an open class-
room model. We were excited for our students to
be engaged in an educational reform effort at the grass roots
level. However, it did require them to stretch beyond Taylor's
basic expectations for student teachers. Most exciting to me
was seeing our students rise to the challenge and succeed.
There was no doubt that God was at work in them through-
out the pilot."
From my perspective, the experience began normally. How-
ever, within the first weeks of school the staff decided to
make major adjustments in their curriculum implementation
plan. Unexpectedly, I was challenged with helping to rede-
sign the schools curriculum framework as well as implement-
ing it. In light of the additional demands, Mrs. Lee gave us
the option to be reassigned to schools where we could get
more traditional experiences. I chose
to stay. I felt that I had been more
than adequately prepared at Taylor,
and I felt ready to take on the
challenge. The insights and skills I
gained from that experience have
been invaluable to me.
Knowing how God used my
Taylor experiences to set the course
of my life, I was ecstatic when Amy
chose Taylor as her college but dev-
astated when God opened doors for
her in Fort Wayne instead of Upland. Surprisingly, we found
TUFW to be the same Taylor I remembered. We found the
mission, the distinctive Christian emphasis and the godly
models in the faculty and staff also present at TUFW.
"No sooner had I resigned myself to being at TUFW, and
decided to major in social work, than I realized it was not
offered there," Amy remembers. "I was determined to gradu-
ate from my own Taylor campus, so my best friend, Amy
Mendenhall Spallinger '99, and I sought to find a way to
bring our major to TUFW. God worked through Mrs. Twyla
Lee to enable that to happen."
Twyla relates, "I was excited about the Amys' desire because
"We saw God clearly at work as we commit-
ted the process to His leading, believing that
all parts of it, no matter how hard, were His
plan. I thank God I was able to be part of it."
I saw it from a social work perspective, that of the consumer
expressing a need. Knowing how important it is to empower
clients to speak for themselves, I sensed theirs was a grass
roots effort that needed to be responded to. Their desire to
graduate from their own campus with their chosen degree
challenged the faculty and the administration on both cam-
puses to think differently about a variety of things in order
to help these young women reach their goal. They won the
respect of other students as they modeled what they were
willing to sacrifice for their major. The social work major was
brought to TUFW several years ahead of schedule through
God's blessing on the girls' efforts."
"The process was hard and we had concessions to make,
but we felt God was leading us to
tough it out," Amy recalls. "We defi-
nitely matured through the process,
and we gained a better understand-
ing of advocacy and what it means
before we were through. We saw
God clearly at work as we com-
mitted the process to His leading,
believing that all parts of it, no
matter how hard, were His plan. I
thank God I was able to be part of
it."
Since graduating from Taylor I have gone on to complete
a master's degree and earn pre-K-Grade 9 administrative cre-
dentials. I am currently the director of a Head Start program
for a public school district. Amy is an intake specialist for the
Healthy Families program for a social services agency.
We continue to stay in touch with our Mrs. Lees, sharing
our dreams and accomplishments with them and seeking
their perspectives and advice on issues that sometimes seem
a little beyond our scope. We count our Taylor heritage and
the endearing friendships of these godly women among our
most priceless treasures.
by Lynette Duplain '72
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Taylor students Jason Courter and Craig Miller spent their
summer battling mosquitoes, bathing with alligators and
piranha, and working among a tribe of Indians who up until 50
years ago killed every missionary who ventured into their midst.
It was the best summer or their lives.
Courter, a senior majoring in biology, and Miller, a junior
phvsics major, spent six weeks in the Bolivian jungle working
with church groups from Bloomington and Muncie, Ind.,
building a retreat center in the Andes Mountains and a
playground in the village of Zapoco and conducting daily
Bible schools.
Part or the time in Bolivia was spent living in Zapoco with the
Avore Indians. The Avore, a tribe ol over 2,000 nomadic people
who once killed and sometimes cannibalized ever}' missionary
they came into contact with, are scattered throughout the
Bolivian countryside. While they no longer eat their perceived
enemies, alcoholism and prostitution problems run rampant.
This is not the case in Zapoco, however, where the nearly 300
Avore living there have forged their own industry and economy
A church, built two years ago bv Miller and others from his
church, serves as the village's centerpiece.
Since Zapoco is surrounded by jungle and rugged terrain, the
team could not leave the village until they leh to return home.
Baths were taken in a nearby river while watching the water for
alligators and piranha.
Courter, an avid sportsman, became the
k . ^S* hunter one afternoon when he and some Ayore
.It! spotted a pair of alligators sunning on the
^^M riverbank. Courter shot the smaller one and
^B brought it back to Zapoco where it was cooked
and served for dinner.
Miller's early doubts about the usefulness of
building a playground disappeared when he
saw the interest the project generated in the
village. "Building (the playground) ... and seeing the impact
it was having, not just on the kids but everybody, showed me
how important it was to meet their social needs," he said. Still,
the most moving moment came during the dedication service
when adult Ayore villagers embraced and held hands in an
uncharacteristic show of affection.
"It was amazing," he added, "seeing children and adults who
had never seen a swing set or teeter-totter playing on them for
the first time. These kids had been playing with rocks their
whole lives; they were very grateful for it. The playground
equipment probably hasn't stopped moving."
Courter, who had read a book about the Ayore 's violent past
before the trip, found them a changed people. "I never felt in
danger when I was in Zapoco. God has truly done great works
in the Ayore," he said. "This work of the Holy Spirit has made
(them) some of the friendliest and most mild-mannered people




We're striking for a goal!
A matching gift challenge from an anonymous donor has been given to
encourage both new gifts and increased gifts to Taylor.
Help us meet the challenge and increase the Taylor Fund, the money used
to offset the difference between the tuition that students pay and the
actual cost of their Taylor education.
The challenge states that from Jan. 1, 2002, through May 31, 2002,
compared to the same dates last year, every new, unrestricted dollar
raised by Taylor will be matched - up to $60,000.
Thanks in advance for helping us
increase the Taylor Fund and making good
use of the match.
There are many ways to give, including:
I. Participating in Phonathon
2. Mailing a check to:
Taylor University
236 West Reade Avenue
Upland, Indiana 46989-1001
Calling and giving your gift using a credit
card: 800-882-3456 ext. 4956
Get ready for Phonathon '02!
Nearly 40 Taylor students will be calling
Taylor alumni asking them to give toward
the Taylor Fund. The Taylor Fund helps the
University bridge the gap between what stu-
dents pay and what it actually costs to edu-
cate a student at TU.
Every gift matters. Large ones make
it possible to significantly strengthen the
Taylor Fund and even the smallest ones help
increase the University's alumni participa-
tion giving rate. Currently at 39% versus a
32% national average, the Taylor alumni giving rate is good,
but has room to grow.
Plan ahead for how much you can give when you get the
Phonathon call from a Taylor student this year, and thank
you in advance for helping Taylor fulfill its mission to prepare
hearts and minds for a lifetime of service.
February 25- March 15, 2002
Alumni N otes
1931
Rev. Fred E.Vincent died on June 28, 2001.
Rev. Vincent was a retired United Methodist
minister tor more than 40 years. He lived in
Anderson. Ind.
1948
Ray Stair went to be with the Lord on Aug.
27. Ray was a retired elementary school
teacher. His wife Norma survives him.
1951
Betty Esau, wife of Daniel Esau, passed away
on May 12. 2001. Daniel lives at 3805 Strat-
ford Park I)r S\V No 3, Roanoke, VA 240 1,S.
Email is desau@aol.com.
1952
Donald & Jean (Huffman) Cranitz cele-
brated their SO"1 wedding anniversary on
Aug. 11, 2001. Their children honored them
with a surprise celebration in July on Lake
Michigan in Muskegon, Mich. • Former
Jim Norris '51, Joe Haas '52 and Billy Melvin '52
Taylor roommates Jim Norris '51, Joe Haas
and Billy A. Melvin were reunited on Aug. 4
in Jacksonville, N.C., where Joe is the pastor
of Emmanuel Free Will Baptist Church. The
occasion was the 50' 1' wedding anniversary
celebration of Joe and Barbara (Norris x'53)
Haas. Although the roommates had main-
tained contact through the years, it was the
first time since 1951 that all three had been
together.
1960
Gordon & Judy (Weber '59) Polsgrove have
moved to 201 Henry's Ln, Bristol, VA 24202.
Gordon has retired from teaching and now
works with son Scott '87 as the assistant
men's basketball coach at King College. Judy
continues with her Christian book business.
Successful Living.
1961
Joe & Judy (Boll) Brain live at 25 Hathaway
Rd, Lexington, MA 02420 where Judy con-
tinues as a pastor at Pilgrim Congregational
Church. Email is revbrain@aol.com.
1963
Bob & Dawn Larsen live at 10669 W Stock-
bridge Ct, Zeeland, MI 40464. Email is bob
("faithrc.com. • On Aug. 3 several elemen-
tary education majors from the class of 1063
met at the home of Verlis & Lois (McBride)
Slusher Pictured from left to right are
Several 1963 elementary education majors
Sandy (Cage) Peterson of Indianapolis. Ind.,
Marceil (Polk) Cathany of Ccdarville, Ohio,
Sherry (Murphy) Hubbard of Monroe, Ind.,
Mary (Baker) Whitehead of Grabill, Ind.,
Lois (Jackson) Austin of Marion, Ind., Verlis
& Lois Slusher of Montpelier, Ind. All were
students of Jennie Andrews Lee HA'77. •
Lew Luttrell retired after working for over
30 years with the BertzDearborn div of
Hercules. After serving months of winding
down, golfing, playing tennis and traveling,
he accepted the position of director of build-
ing and grounds at Naperville Presbyterian
Church. Lew & wife Dottye (Hess x'65)
continue to oversee the marriage ministry
at their church, including premarital
counseling, teaching classes in spiritual
intimacy and leading some weekend mar-
riage retreats. They sing in the choir and are
part of the worship
leadership team once
a month. Email is
LewDot33@aol.com.
• Penny (Correll)
Smith lives at 6181
S Zunis Ave, Tulsa,







Jonathan & Dorothy Hildebrandt x have
returned to the LTnited States after 35
years in Kenya with AIM Intl. They have
taken the position of missionaries-in-resi-
dence at LeTourneau Univ, for two years,
which allows Jonathan to teach anthropol-
ogy and missions courses.
Homecoming 2001 was once again a special time on Taylor's campus. The class of 1951 celebrated
their 50 ,h reunion in grand style, proudly wearing their Taylor medallions throughout the weekend.
Victories by the soccer and football teams gave the enthusiastic crowds something to celebrate! Class
reunions were held in every corner of the campus on Saturday afternoon, and on Sunday morning the
words of Rev. Al Thompson '52, senior chaplain for the New York Fire Department, inspired and chal-
lenged us as he told of his experiences at Ground Zero since Sept. 1 1.
Alumni who registered for Homecoming came from 27 states and five different countries, proving
that ours indeed is a global community. If you didn't have the opportunity to join us, plan to attend next
year on Oct. 25-27, 2002.
Itytf, ^
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1966
Dee 8t Ruth Friesen reside at 4(18 Pebble
Way #255, Arlington, TX 76006 where Dee
is a captain for American Airlines. Email is
friesend@aol.com.
1967
Timothy & Carol (Baudino) Battles live at
5104 Sapphire Dr, Marietta, GA 30068. Tim-
othy is president of Array Marketing Group.
Email is battles@attglobal.net.
1971
Earl & Angela (Snow x) Alfrey reside at
2331 S Eagle Pt Ct, Grand Junction, CO
81503. Email is opaomaea@home.oom.
1974
Thomas Bealle x lives at 65 S Julia St,
Mobile, AL 36604 where he is president
of Thomas Bealle Associates. Email is
tbbealle@es.com. • Barry Moore earned his
Ph.D. from Kennedy-Western Univ. this year
and is a partner at PJvR Associates, Inc.
Barry & wife Soledad live at 285 Catawba
Path, Doylestown, OH 44230, with sons
Darren (18) and Ryan (16).
1975
Darrel & Bonnie (Elmer) Goad are the pastor
team of a young and growing Vineyard
Christian Fellowship Church. Darrel, Bonnie
and children Danielle (20), Nate (18),
Tiffany (15), Christa (10) and Michaela
(7) live at 6214 Warren Ave, New Port
Riehey, FL 34653. Email is vcfhpr
@juno.com. • Larry & Karen (Rudolph 76)
Taylor live at 1908 Buckingham Dr, Wheaton,
IL 60187. Karen is the office manager for
( )ncology Joint Practice Associates. Children
are Lindsey (20), Ryan ( 18) and Lauren ( 14).
Email is ktaylorinc@excite.com.
1976
John Davis works at Northeastern State
Univ. as technology systems coordinator
B.A. campus. Email is davisjr
@oherokee.nsuok.edu.
1977
Wendy Sellers x has been working as a
health educator for the past 16 years.
During that time she co-authored and edited
the Michigan Model for Gomprehensive
Health Education, the state's model health
curriculum for grades K-12. She received
the "Healthy Ghildren Award" in 1994 for
this work. The curriculum has been cited
as one of the best substance abuse and vio-
lence prevention curricula in the nation.
She currently is developing a new curric-
ulum titled "Pubertv: The Wonder Years"
that will be published in December 2001.
Wendy resides in Grand Ledge, Mich. Email
is HLth4hire@aol.com.
1978
Elaine Sellhorn works as a curriculum
and technology integration specialist at
Region One Educational Service Center. Her
address is 1 10W Williamson Ave. llarlingen.
TX 78550. Email is emsellhorn@aol.com.
1979
Brian Jones was awarded Teacher of the Year
by Wal-Mart and is listed in "Outstanding
Young Men of America." • Jon Long
is director of software development for
GheckFree Corp. Children are Adam (19),
Eric (17), Curtis (15), Robert (12) and
Florence (7). He resides at 1548 Bandera
Ct, Columbus, ( )II 43232. Email is if_mail
(amindspring.com. • Thomas & Annette
McEachern live at 3314 Kearsley Lake Blvd.
Flint, MI 48506, where Thomas is a teacher
for Lapeer Community Schools. Children
are Aaron (19), Aric ( l'») and David (9).
Email is thomasmceachern@hotmail.com. •
Lonnie x & Debbie (Palacino 78) Smith
are happy to announce the birth of Olivia
Grace on Sept. 6, 2001. She joins Lauren
'04, Alyssa (16), Rebecca (14). Katherine
(12) and Nicholas (5). The Smiths are mis-
Former Taylor University Chaplain Bill Hill reaches Heavenly home
Rev. William "Bill" Hill, who
served God as a pastor, noted writer
and University chaplain, passed away
at age 73 on Aug. 17, 2001, after
a courageous four-year battle with
cancer. At the time of his death, Hill
served as associate pastor of Central
Baptist Church in Crossville, Tenn.
Hill's ministry spanned 50 years as
senior pastor of churches in Missouri,
Michigan, Indiana and Ohio, and as
campus pastor at Taylor University.
He began his ministry in 1948 as
pastor of the Free Will Baptist Church
in Myrtle, Mo. Later he pastored Free
Will Baptist churches in Nashville,
Tenn., and Hazel Park, Mich., and
Evangelical Mennonite congregations
in Upland, Ind., and Wauseon, Ohio.
He also served for 1 1 years as director
of student ministries at Taylor. It was
during this time at Taylor that he
developed and expanded the Taylor
World Outreach (TWO) student
missions program and led student
mission initiatives in the Bahamas.
I J ^K—
'
Because of their extraordinary service
to students, faculty and staff, Bill
and Julia Hill were named honorary
alumni of the University in 1981.
Surviving is wile Julia, who contin-
ues to reside at 1 930 Ridley Drive,
Crossville, TN 38555. Also surviving
are daughter Debbie Butman '74, son
Jack 79 and his wife Teresa Hill, son
Tim '80 and his wife Janet (Briggs
'80) Hill, daughter Becky '82 and
four grandchildren.
For those who knew Bill, it is not
a surprise that he sought God's will
until the last moment of his earthly
life. An essay containing Bill's quest
for answers was published in Sharing,
a magazine for members of Menno-
nite Mutual Aid. And as Bill passed
from this life into eternity, with his
family gathered around him, he dia-
logued with them about the beautiful
Heaven he saw. The last words uttered
by this beloved man were, "God
is Merciful!" The Lord is merciful
indeed.
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sionaries with EFCM in France. Email is
75127.1 171(s compuserve.com.
1980
.!< »_ & Karla (Reeder x) Leonard reside at
26045 Hidden Ln, Grosse lie. MI 48138,
with children Stephen (18), Sarah (16)
and Andrew (11). Email is jkleonard4
@ hcime.com.
1981
Michael & Stacy (Millspaugh) Marley reside
at 6760 N E 00W, Marion. IX 46952. Children
are Stephanie (15). Rachel ( 14) and Michael
(9). Email is smarley333@aoI.com. • Thomas
& Kathy Kemner have moved to 3967 Fox
Run. Fort Worth, TX 76123. where Thomas is
senior counsel with Cargill Associates. Chil-
dren are Lauren (12). Brian (')). Jennifer (7)
and Claire (51. Email is kemnertofsjuno.com.
1983
James Convy has been elected vice presi-
dent human resources ot' Ontario Corp. •
Clint & Dawn (Laibly x'84) Holden have
moved to 10325 Plumtree Cir #105, Hales
Corners. \\T 53 130, where Clint is the direc-
tor of advancement at Heritage Christian
Schools. Children are Kelly (11), Hobie
( 10) and Skyler ( 10). Email is ehmeonsult
(smsn.com. • Dori (DeSmit) Perrine and
Jeffrey McFarland '80 were married on July
27. 2001. in California. Jeff was honored
Dori (DeSmit '83) & Jeffrey McFarland '80 with
Kristin and Pieter
at a Change of Command ceremony when
he relinquished his two-year command for
Infantry Training Battalion at Camp Pendle-
ton, Calif. He was recognized with his third
Meritorious Service Medal for exceptional
performance and service to the Marine
Corps. Presently he is reassigned to the 1 st
Marine Expeditionary Forces, Camp Pend-
leton. Dori and her children, Pieter (13)
and Kristin (12), wish to thank the Taylor
community for their prayers and creative
support, which continuously reflected God's
loving character and generous blessings.
Their address is 927 Alyssum Rd, Carlsbad,
CA 92009. Email is ddfish@gateway.net.
1985
Keith Taylor x lives in Miami, Fla., where he
works for the Coral Cables Fire Dept as a
fireman-driver engineer-paramedic. Email is
ktaylor999@aol.com.
1986
Jere Johnson works at Oklahoma Wesleyan
Univ. Jere & Stacey live at 3229 Debbie
En. Bartlesville, OK 74006, with children
Lauren (7), Caleb (5), Luke (2) and Evan
born on Feb. 7. Email is jjok322 c)@aol.eom.
Jere '86 & Stacey Johnson and family
1987
Jerry & Michelle Yeager joyfully announce
the birth of Andrew Jerald on May 1 . 200 1
.
The family lives at 1N49E 175X. Warsaw, IN
46582. Email isjwyeager@symfinancial.com.
1988
Brian is: Susan (Kellum) Crites have moved
to 11705 Hunters Run Dr. Hunt Valley, MD
Taylor alum finds coaching success in Pennsylvania
J.R. McFarland '76 with discus champion
Cassie Buckwalter.
J.R. McFarland 76 is living the
coach's dream. During his 24 years as
head track and field coach for Wilm-
ington High School in New Wilm-
ington, Penn., McFarland has had
over 30 state medalists, three state
champions and one national cham-
pion. Former Lady Greyhounds Inge
Jorgenson and Serene Ross recently
finished fourth and sixth, respec-
tively, in the javelin competition
at the 2001 NCAA Championships
in Eugene, Ore. Both women
received Ail-American honors. Cur-
rent Wilmington High School discus
star Cassie Buckwalter (pictured next
to McFarland) was the 2001 Pennsyl-
vania State Champion in discus.
This October McFarland
returned to Taylor for Homecoming
weekend for the first time since he
graduated. He participated in the
5K run and attended his 25 th class
reunion. The coach was impressed
with the spirit on campus, as well
as the physical changes that have
occurred since he was a student.
McFarland says that his four
years at Taylor impacted who he is
both as a person and a coach. "I was
influenced by the spirit and Christian
witness and used it as a model for
coaching," he says. He cites former
football coach Tom Carlson as an
inspiration. McFarland says he tries
to run his program with integrity,
stressing that winning isn't everything.
To develop young lives, he says, "we
challenge them to lead a life that's
worthy."—KM
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21030. Children are Ted (6) and Audrey (3).
Email is sjc81265@hotmail.eom. • Mark
Stocksdale is an assistant professor at Earl-
ham College. Mark & Carol (Neuhouser
'89), along with sons Joel (9) and Kyle (6),
reside at 533 SW 19'" St. Richmond, IN
47374. Email is stockma@earlham.edu.
1989
Mike & Kim (Whitman) Bushman have
moved to 219 N River Rd, Naperville, IL
60540. Mike is a project manager with
Kanbay Intl., and Kim enjoys staying home
with children Megan (7), Tyler (4) and Kate-
lyn ( 1 ). Email is khushman@kconline.com.
• Alan Cunningham lives at 1006 Revere
Way, Perkasic, PA 18944, where he contin-
ues to work for Motorola as a staff engineer.
Email is acc999@hotmail.com. • Troy &
Katie (Hardin x'90) Mounsey have moved
to 3136 Arctic Ave, Lewis Center, OH
43035, where Troy is field operations man-
ager for Selective Insurance Co. Children
are Megan (7) and Callie (5). Email is
troymounsey@juno.com.
1990
Loy & Ruth (Coin) Carter happily announce
the birth of Hudson Dean on Jan. 12. 2001.
The family lives at 6830 Norway Rd, Dallas,
TX 75230. Email is loyc@swbell.net. • Rob
& Jill (Herman) Hadley are the proud par-
ents of Hannah Alexandra, born on June 13,
2001; she joins Robbie (7). Jill is an ele-
mentary school teacher and Rob teaches
high school art. The family resides at 1002
Sugar Maple Dr, Greenwood, IN 46143.
Email is rjhadley612@msn.com. • Tern- &
Elaine (Thayer) Johnson joyfully announce
the arrival of Mallory Grace on March 21,
2001. Siblings are Taylor (9) and Alison (5).
Their address is 1018 Denton Dr, Euless, TX
76039. Email is mustard5@att.net. • Jack
& Melissa (Egolf) Wilson proudly announce
the birth of Kate Elizabeth on March 14,
2001. Sisters are Meredith (4) and Hannah
(1). The family resides at 122 Prosser Dr,
Monongahela, PA 15063.
1991
Joel & Tammy (CerstungTUFW '92) Brown
welcomed Joelle Kerstun into their family
on Feb. 17, 2000. She joins sisters Haley
(4) and Savannah (3). Joel is a therapist
at Teen Ranch and Tammy enjoys staying
home with the children. Their address is
Tammy (GerstungTUFW '92) & Joel Brown '91
and family
1818 Decker, Decker. MI 4S426. Email is
joeltamx3@yahoo.com. • Patty Carroll is a
lecturer and marketing specialist at the Univ.
of Southern California, Language Academy
where she is teaching intl. students, devel-
oping marketing strategies and traveling to
represent USC in Asia and Latin America.
Email is pattycarroll7@hotmail.eom. • Matt
& Dorothy (Ensinger) Friedman joyfully
announce the birth of Nathan Elias on Feb.
1, 2001. Dorothy teaches third grade at
Calvary Christian Academy and Matt con-
tinues to make custom handcrafted bass
Matt & Dorothy (Ensinger '91) Friedman with
Nathan
guitars. Their address is 344 New Rd,
Southampton, PA 18966. Email is stejcru
@acaciainstruments.com. • Doug S Lisa
(Marker) Mader, along with big brother
Trent (3), joyfully welcomed their double
blessings Sydney Michelle and Caleb Marker
on Aug. 20. 2001. The family resides at 7620
Harbor View Ct, Mason, OH 45040. Email is
lisa_mader@hotmail.com. • David & Mari-
anne (Koop) Orme are celebrating the adop-
tion of son Daniel, born on April 10. The
family lives at 1345 Wayne Dr, Des Plaines,
IL 60018, where David works for Empower
Geographies. • Rev. Brent C.Williams died
on July 23, 2001. He was an associate pastor
for 10 years at Christ Fellowship of Indi-
anapolis, Ind. He is survived by his wife
Christi and children, Wesley (6) and Olivia
(5), who continue to live at 1708 Maynard
Dr, Indianapolis, IN 46227.
1992
Lisa Curless married Steven Ford on July 7.
2001, in Wabash, Ind. TLI participants were
David Phillips '67, Lori (Dawes '91) Heath.
Cheli (Armstrong) Sigler. Brent Dawes '80.
Sharlee (Stoner '93) Lyons. Marc Curless
Lisa (Curless '92) & Steven Ford
'94. Jeannette (Hawk) & Forrest Miller.
Heather (Myers) Day. Mary (Barnes '91)
Wilkemeyer. Mark & Emily (Brailey) Vanest.
Travis Vanest '94. Doug Woodward. Lana
(Agness '94) Barnhisel. Colleen (Wehling
77) & Mark Yordy '78. Paul Sare '93.
Denise Stouffer '82. Dr. Steve & Mrs. Artis
Hoffmann (TUU faculty) and Derek Hoff-
mann '98. The couple resides at 600 Bough
Ct, Wabash, IN 46992. Steve works for The
Ford Meter Box Co. and Lisa teaches sev-
enth grade language arts at Peru Jr. High. •
Bonnie Houser has mined to 38355 Tama-
rac Blvd, Apt 1 1 1. Willoughby. OH 44094.
where she works at the Cleveland Institute
of Music as a reference/electronic resources
librarian. Email is pmozbaeh@hotmail.com.
• Michael & Tricia McCee are the proud
parents of Reiley Paige born July 26, 2001.
Their address is 310 Innisbrooke Ave,
Greenwood, IN 46142. • Jeffrey & Becky
(Franz) Neu joyfully announce the birth of
Jacob Andrew on June 22, 2001. Brother
Joshua is 5. The family lives at W140 N4918
Somerset Dr, Menomonee Falls, WI 53051.
Email isjbnew@asapnet.net. • Tim i* Lynn
(Warden) Nygaard rejoice in the arrival of
son John Timothy born March 26. 2001.
The family resides in Waconia. Minn., where
Tim is a systems controls engineer and Lvnn
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enjoys being a stay-at-home mom. Email is
nyga@earthlink.net. • Gary 8: Anne (John-
son) Phillips joyfully announce the birth
of .laden Wesley on May 18, 2001. Their
address is PO Box 117. Converse. IN 46919.
Email is anne.phillips(s rainbowcamp.org. •
This group of TV friends recently had a
reunion. "Taylor dads" pictured from left to
right are Jason Block '94. Steve Kersten '97.
Sean McHugh. Kirk Newcomer '93. Lynn
Kinsman '93. Brian Scott. Kirk Luttrell. and
Taylor dads reunite
Doug Schrock. • Luke & Gayle (Benedetto)
Szymanski are happy to announce the
birth of Dominie Matthew on July 1, 2001.
The family lives at 289 Cottonwood Dr. Buf-
falo Grove, IL 60089. Email isgayleski99
(shotmail.com. • Charles (ChuckBill) &
Melissa Thomas reside at 11848 Buck Creek
Cir. Nohlesvillc. IN 46060. Email is chuckbill
6att.net. • Mark & Leila Wiggins are the
proud parents of Joshua Mark born Feb.
20, 2001. The family resides at 204 Riv-
erpoint Ct, Nashville, TN 37214. Email is
MarkSM 75@msn.com.
1993
Michael tc Rebekah Alexander reside at
10546 N Loomis Rd. Clare, MI 48617. with
children Rachel (6), Hannah (4) and Joel
1 1 ). Michael is the senior pastor of Loomis
Missionary Church. Email is mralexanders5
(sjuno.com. They would love to hear from
TU friends! • Jon Filka works in accounts
payable at H.II. (iregg in Indianapolis, Ind.
Email isjfilka@hhgregg.com. • Lori Red mar-
ried Michael Luckneron June 3o. 2001. She
is a secretary at Wright State Univ. Email is
LoriL430igwriiiht.edu. They live in Dayton.
Ohio. • Tim & Dawn (Russo '94) McDaniel
joyfully announce the birth of Rebekah
Grace Marie on Sept 4. 2001. Brother Brcn-
nan is 2. The family lives in Cincinnati, Ohio.
• Mark & Marci (Sloat) Reschke are the
proud parents of ( larter Mark born March
3, 2001. Their address is 14660 S\V Fern.
Marci (Sloat '93)
Carter
Tigard, OR 07223. Email is
marcilee@mindspring.com.
Marci would love to hear
from Taylor friends! •
Scott & Michelle (Hollar
'89) Sanchez are proud
to announce the birth of
Morgan Rence on Nov. 30,
2000. Big brother Grant
is 2. Email is scottsan
6bnin.net. • Taggart x
& Sharilyn
(Ehresman
'92) Smith proudly announce
the birth of Shelby Anna on
June 30, 2001. The family
lives in Waterford, Mich. Email
is sharilynlsmithls yahoo.com.
• Reynold & Donna Yordy live
at 509 Stanford Village Ct,
Antioch, TN 37013. Email is
ryordy@digitalsneeze.com.
1994
Chris & Deborah Baldwin live in Uniontown,
Ohio. Chris is with Christian Financial Plan-
ners in Akron. Deborah is an accountant
for All-State. Plus the couple is operating
two businesses! They have formed Graham
River Productions, a video production com-
pany in all realms of video media. Email
is Grahamrivervideo(s aol.com. • Amy Bar-
nett is coordinator of student services in
the admissions office at Taylor. She lives
in Upland and her email is ambarnett
@tayloru.edu. • Jon & Shelly (Lenger x)
Bergeron live at 2005 Wbodville Rd, Bryan,
TX 77803. Jon completed his doctoral train-
ing in clinical psychology and is in a 1-yr
post-doctoral fellowship in child and ado-
lescent psychology with
the Scott (x White Clinic.
Shelly is now able to work
part-time from home as
a telecommuter and is
looking forward to volun-
teering in animal assisted
therapy with their basset
hound. If anyone is ever
in central Texas, they'd
love to see TU friends!
Email is bergerons
(shotmail.com. • Jeff &
Krista (Hasenmyer)
Burden live in Goshen,
Ind. Jeff graduated from
the IU School of Dentistry
and has joined his father
in practice. • Chad &
Alison (Rollins) Martinson
are the proud parents of
Austin Connor born June
28, 2001. The family lives
in Napcrville, 111. • Brent
& AnnElise (Larsen) Rudin
live in Roekford. Mich.
& Mark Reschke with Email is brudin
(scornerstone.edu.
1995
David &Anne (Lee) Boyer joyfully
announce the birth of Abigail Eileen on
Jan. 11, 2001. David is an attorney with
1 1 el in Lu Beams Hover and Wagner Anne is
an English teacher at Wayne IIS. The family
David '95 & Anne (Lee '95) Boyer with Abigail
lives at 9824 Winchester Rd, Ft Wayne, IN
46819. Email is hbbwdjb6aol.com. • Olivier
& Esther (Kroeker) Engels are the proud
parents of Chloe Charlotte born April 8,
2001. Esther is in a doctoral program in
philosophy and a teaching assistant at LTSC.
The family lives in Los Angeles, Calif.
Email is kroeker6use.edu. • Jeffrey Foo
is doing postgraduate studies at the
Univ. of Sydney in Aus-
tralia, majoring in infor-
mation systems. Email
is fooj6paeihe.net.sg. •
Matthew & Dee Ann
(Welch) Martin proudly
announce the birth of
Kiersten on Aug. 3, 2001.
The family lives in
Plainfield, Ind. Email is
dmartinm@juno.com. •
Gary & Carrie (Pigott)
Ross are pleased to
announce the birth of
Noah Frederick on March
Matthew & Dee Ann (Welch '95) Martin
21
-,
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with Kiersten
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resides at 2 Lakota Ct, Cody, WY 82414.
Email is Codyfsi2@von.com. • Kevin Shafer
lives in North Canton, Ohio, and is a soft-
ware engineer at etc.Computers, Ine. Email
is egnix@danielamos.net.
1996
Jason & Kaitlyn Fisher reside in Muskegon,
Mich. Jason is an insurance agent for
Light House Insurance. Email is kajayl3
(Saol.com. • David & Jennifer (Horton '97)
Isgitt live in Fort Worth, Texas. David is
a teacher at Keller Independent School Dis-
trict. Email is dsi0001@unt.edu. • Casey
& Joanne Kolkman live in Fort Wayne,
Ind. Children arc Josie (2) and Alexander
(1). Casey is a social studies teacher, assis-
tant football coach and head Softball coach
at North Side IIS. Joanne is a special
ed teacher at Crossroads Children's Home.
Email is casey.kolkman@fwcs.kl2.in.us. •
Sharon Michaelsen married Scott Ruotolo
on July 15, 2000, in Milford, Ohio. Sharon
teaches eighth grade science. Scott works
for GE Aircraft Engines as an engineer. They
reside at 4314 Grove Ave, Cincinnati, Ohio
45227. Email is ssruotolo@vahoo.com. •
Sharon (Michaelsen '96) & Scott
Ruotolo
Chad & Jodi (Simons) Mulder arc living at
53 Grange Rd #05-02, Singapore 249565.
Chad is chief marketing officer at Mvent
Pte. Ltd. Email is chad.mulder@mvent.net.
• Erin Reynolds is a middle school
music/English teacher at White's Jr/Sr IIS.
She lives in Somerset, Ind. Email is
erinreynolds26@hotmail.com. • Chad i\:
Candice Roberts live in Nassau, Bahamas.
Chad is an associate at Callenders & Co.
Email is croberts@callenders-law.com.
1997
Nathan & Beth (Yoder) Dominguez live
in Fishers, Ind. Email is hethdominguez
@hotmail.com. • Kevin '97 & Kristina
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(Hable '98) Frew reside in St. Petersburg,
Fla. Email is kristinalfrew@yahoo.com or
kevinpfrew@yahoo.eom. • Elizabeth Cer-
mann and Kevin Lewis were married on
March 17, 2001. in Indianapolis, Ind. TU
participants included Jennifer (Feldmann
'98) Rice. Kristen (Haas '96) Conley, Shan-
non (Scott) Wanner. Betsie (Kim) Ball.
Heather (Martindale) Elsen. Rachel (Furge-
Elizabeth (Germann '97) & Kevin
Lewis
son) Lazor and Erin (Dryden) Bronson
Kevin is a pharmaceutical sales rep for
Boehringer Ingelheim and Elizabeth teaches
second grade at Danville Community
Schools. The couple may be reached at
3440 Windham Lake Rd, Indianapolis, IN
46214. • Racquel Lightbourne works for
AT&T Global Services as a data sales execu-
tive. She lives in Chicago and her email
is racquel_lightbourne@yahoo.com. • Jeff &
Lori Lovell have moved to 832 S 4 Ih St,
Stoughton, WI 53589. Jeff is pastor of stu-
dent ministries at LakeView Church and
Lori teaches fourth grade. Email is jalovell
@yahoo.com. • Kristian & Bridget Morales
live in East Lansing, Mich. Email is
kristianmorales@yahoo.com. Kristian is an
agent for New York Life. • Joseph Toren
is working on a masters in clinical psy-
chology at Abilene Christian Univ. Email is
cowboyjoet@juno.com. • Joshua & Rebecca
(Barnes) Wekesser are the proud parents of
Emelyne born July 31, 2001. The family
lives in Littleton, Colo. Email is rwekesser
@cs.eom. Josh continues his studies at
Denver Seminary.
1998
Veronica Allanach and Justin Norman were
married on Aug. 19, 2000. TL* participants
were Karen (Brown) Baughman, Kari (Knud-
sen) Olson. Abbie Blackshire '00. Jason
Norman '95. Mario Hernandez '98 and
Josh Zabrocki '97. Justin is a broker
with Morgan Stanley Private Wealth Mgmt.
Veronica (Allanach '98) & Justin
Norman '98
and Veronica is an event manager with
Willow Creek Assoc. Their address is 401
E Ontario #2908, Chicago, IL 60611. Email
isjvnorman@yahoo.com. • Dan & Courtney
Buck joyfully announce the birth of Elijah
Taylor on Aug. 31, 2001. They live in
Orlando, Fla. • Russell & Natalie (Freeman)
Calhoun live in Aurora, 111. Natalie recently
earned a masters in counseling from
Loyola Univ. in Chicago. Email is natalic
@supercal.com. • Ross Eicher married
Kenora Begly on July 28, 2001. Ross is
an engineer for Coachmen RV. He is also
Kenora & Ross Eicher '98
in a Christian rock band named Emissary.
The couple lives in Sturgis. Mich. Email
is rosseichcr@hotmail.com. • Chad & Julie
(Palm x'97) Frizzell joyfully announce the
birth of Marilyn Rose on April 28. 2001.
Chad '98 & Julie (Palm x'97) Frizzell with
Marilyn Rose
The family lives in St. Louis, Mo. Email
is crfrizzelll@yahoo.com. • Rachel Her-
manson is completing her second year of
27
grad studies at Azusa Pacific Univ. She is
also a resident director at California State
Polytechnic L'niv. Email is rhermanson
©apu.edu. • Andrea Hoffner married Jared
Hook on July 21, 2001, in Madison. Wis
TU participants were Erin (Stepp) Krupp.
Jared '98 & Andrea (Hoffner '98) Hook
Heather (Roberts) Diller and Tiana Coles
'97. Andrea is a first grade teacher and Jared
is a financial analyst. Their new address is
152d Kenilworth Ct. Stoughton. \VI 53589.
• Ben & Lindsay (Pool '99) Hotmire are the
proud parents of Grace born Dec. 1, JOOII.
lien teaches jr. high science and math
Ben '98 & Lindsay (Pool '99) Hotmire with
Grace
at < Ircstview Local Schools. He is also assis-
tant cross country coach, jr. high boys bas-
ketball coach and assistant athletic director.
Lindsay teaches English part-time at Van
Wert IIS. Email is rerimtoh@hotmail.com.
• Rebecca King married Michael Craig on
June 24. 2001. in Ft. Meyers, Fla. They now
reside at 4660 Chesapeake Ct, Columbus,
( )11 43220. Michael is a manager for Aber-
crombie & Fitch and assistant men's bas-
ketball coach at Wittcnburg Univ. Rebecca
is a nanny. Email is rakingl2@aol.com. •
Megan Linton is now living at 6611 Brigham
Square #6, Centerville, Ohio 45450. Email
is mmlinton@yahoo.com. • Susan Littleton
and James Allen '00 were married Nov.
IS, 2000. TL' participants in the wedding
were Christine (Poosawtsee) Vlietstra, Amy
(Steinfield) Rowell, Hank '99 & Johanna
(Thalacker) Voss.Tania Elsesser, Jeremy '00
James '00 & Susan (Littleton '98) Allen
& Jodie (Allen '97) Flynn, Jeremy & Lorie
(Allen '97) Diller, Sally Evans '97, Isaac
Voss '00 and Walker Cosgrove '00. Susan
is a teacher at Upland Elementary School
and James works in human resources for
New Horizon Youth Ministries. The couple's
address is PO Box 5S2, Upland, IX 46989.
Email isjames_allen50@hotmail.com. •
Mike & Charis (Loga) Mohrland reside at
3369 College Ave #98, Davie, FL 33314.
Email is mohrlandfe'nova.edu. • Jayson \-
Mindy Schoeberlein joyfully announce the
birth of Genevieve Mercy on Sept. 3, 2001.
Email is JaysonSchoeberlein@msn.com.
Michael & Rebecca (King '98) Craig
J 8
Jayson '98 & Mindy Schoeberlein with
Genevieve
1999
Sara Bass married Jeremy Block in Cin-
cinnati. Ohio, on July 7, 2001. In the
wedding from TU were Joel Sonnenberg
'00. John Aoun '00. Laura (Block '95) Pas-
sero. Jason Block '94. Josh Block '04. Jen-
nifer Pikaart. Angela Stephenson and Linda
Deneau. Jeremy is a resident director at
Palm Beach Atlantic College and Sara is
a kindergarten teacher at Berean Christian
School. The couple's address is PO Box
2470S PBAC #207, West Palm Beach, FL
33416. Email is sarablock@hotmail.com. •
Vi Coulter is in grad school at Covenant
Theological Seminary working toward a cer-
tificate in Christianity and Contemporary
Culture. She is also a consultant at Cor-
nerstone Solutions Group. Email is coulter
fe'csgsolutions.com. • Carrie David and Jim
Norton were married on July 29, 2000. Sarah
Gamble was in the wedding. Carrie works
at New Haven Financial Group. The couple
Carrie (David '99) & Jim Norton
lives in Hartford City, Ind. Email is cnorton
fenewhavenfinance.com. • Kerrie Green
resides in College Station, Texas. Email
is kcrriegreen@hotmail.com. She is a
coordinator/lecturer for Texas A&M • Rob
Hayworth married Jennifer Furniss on June
2, 2001. TU participants were Kent Salsberry.
Matt Wright and Karin (Hayworth '01) Ber-
nard. The couple lives in New Haven, Ind.
Email is rob.hayworthfenmfn.com. • Sara
Henley married Steve Baarendse '90 on July
S, 2000, in Bloomington, Ind. TU participants
were Wally Campbell '90. Ken Hugoniot '90.
Steve '90 & Sara (Henley '99)
Baarendse
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David Myers '87. Josh Rugema '02. Leslie
Clarke. Christie (Almond) Negley. Lori Nye
'00. Kellie O'Connell and Jodi Oppenhuizen
'98. Steve teaches English and humanities
at Columbia Intl. Univ. Sara teaches in
an elementary school. The couple may be
reached at 1010 G Bent Tree Ln, Columbia,
SC 29210. • Emily Jones married Michael
Mc< ','inii on .lime 30, 2001 Emily is a
teacher at Darby Woods Elem. School. The
couple lives in Columbus, Ohio. Email is
emilyannemccann@hotmail.com. • Joseph
tS: Julie (Dause) Jones joyfully welcome
Wesley Neal born Feb. 1, 2001. The family
lives in Marion, Ind. Email is ,Iulie_and_joe
@yahoo.com. • Brian & Amy (Kraus) Lovell
reside at 5616 N Plymouth Ct, McCordsville,
IN 46055. Email is lovells@hrtc.net.
2000
Alan Ball lives at 1710 S Center St,
Plainrield, IN 4616S. Email is aball
(s indot.state.in.us. Alan is an environmental
specialist for the State of Indiana Dept. of
Transportation. • Leigh Anne Dexheimer and
Matt Roeber '02 were married on Aug.
4, 2001, in Dallas, Texas. The couple
is living in Upland, Ind., where Matt
is a senior sociology major. Leigh Anne
teaches music at Riverview and Frances
Slocum Elem. Schools in Marion, Ind.
Email is leighanne98@earthlink.net or
matthew_roeber@tavloru.edu. • Laura
3S' h Ct X, Plymouth, MX 55441. Email
isjptu@hotmail.com. • Katie Porter mar-
ried Josh Maggard on July 14, 2001, in
Muskegon, Mich. The couple lives in Chi-
cago where Katie teaches at Lakeshore Prep
School and Josh works at the Kirkland &
Ellis law firm. • Laura Rupp is in grad
school at Indiana Purdue LTniv in Fort
Wayne. She also works at the YMCA teach-
ing swim lessons and life-guarding. Email
is laura_rupp@yahoo.com. • Laura Sergi
and Jeremy Waterfall were married on
March IS, 2001, in Bethlehem, Pa. TU par-
ticipants were Josh Sandoz. Matt Guilford.
Andrew Draper. Jesse Puttananickal and
Leigh Anne (Dexheimer '00) & Matt Roeber '02 and
Mullen is senior photo researcher for
Jim Whitmcr in Wheaton, 111. She lives
in Wheaton and can be contacted at
laura_mullenOO@hotmail.com. • Jayson
Palm married Tarrah Saufferer on Sept.
2, 2001. Jayson is director of alumni rela-
tions for Reign Ministries and Tarrah is
assistant youth director for Minnetonka
Community Church. Their address is 10110
Laura (Sergi '00) & Jeremy Waterfall '00
Mike Boring '98. Jeremy is a sales rep for
Cintas Corp and Laura is a copywriter
for Shindigz.com. The couple resides at
10015 Acorn Ln. Fort Wayne, IN 46835.
• Allison Stevens married Sam Kraft
X on Aug. 11, 2001. The couple lives

















included Sarah Hunt. Pam Bayes '03.
Kristy O'Neal x'00. Josh Zimmerman.
Chris Schwab. Jodi Brooks. Amber Aulen.
Sarah Schoolcraft. Audrey Liljestrand. Tara
Hodapp. Keva Taylor and Carol Hahnstadt.
John is an associate software engineer
at Interchange Digital and Laura is an ana-
lyst with Accenture. Their address is 1340
Wyndam Cir, Apt 105. Palatine, II. 60074
friends
Laura (Bayes '01) & John McConda '01
Email is lbayes01@hotmail.com. • Nicole
Bragg married Rob Geiger-Pergrem '99 on
June 3. 2001. in Wapakoneta. Ohio. TU
participants were Daniel Smith '99. Jason
Huitsing '99. Dave Falkenberg '98. Brad
Rowell '99. Michael Borton '99. Jeremy
Smith '00. Candace Kemp x. Amanda
Brown. Julie Nor. Megan Halgren and Jon
Tabor. Rob works for Chore-Time/Broek as
a technical sales rep. The couple lives at
Rob '99 & Nicole (Bragg '01)
Geiger-Pergrem
4996W 625N, Wawaka. IX 46794. Email
isrgciger-@ctbinc.com. • Heather Chase
is a case manager for Big Brothers/Big Sis-
ters. She lives in Grayslake. 111. Email is
hlcase@ix.netcom.com. • Karin Durtsche
married Colin Tooze on June 2?i, 2001.
TL' participants were Joni Calderwood. Kim
Colin & Karin (Durtsche '01)
Tooze
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Baker. Sarah Culp, Kara Cratz. Angela
Memorials and Honorariums
July 18 -Oct. 31,2001
Swartzendruber. Shelley Stonecipher and
Amanda Gonzalez. Karin teaches English at
Concord IIS and Colin attends Notre Dame
Law School. They live in Mishawaka, Ind. •
Jaime Holzworth and Chris Heacook were
married on April 7. 2001. Jaime is
director of public relations at IICTY Chan-
nel 19. The couple lives in Noblesvllle,
Ind. Email is JaimetS theheaeocks.com. •
Sarah Hunt teaches English at an intl.
To make a contribution to Taylor University in honor or in memory of a loved
one, please include his/her name, together with the name and address of the
person to receive the acknowledgement. The gift may be designated to a Taylor
University program. The Taylor Fund is recommended as it is used to offset
the difference between the tuition which students pay and the actual cost of
their Taylor education. For more information call Joyce Helyer at 800-882-3456,
x4956.
school in Tegucigalpa. Honduras. Email
issarah_hunt2001@yahoo.com. • Austin
Klein is a management trainee at Wisconsin
Electric. He lives in Waukesha, Wis. Email is
klein_austin(s hotmail.com. • Julie Lutkev-
ich is orchestra director at Pike IIS in India-
Given in memory ofi By:
Laura Connor Mrs. Elaine Luthy
Mrs. Jennie Lee
Mr. & Mrs. Jim Sellers
Mr. & Mrs. Oliver Godfrey
Miss Gladys Connor
napolis. Email is julielutkevich@aol.com. •
Dinty Musk lives at 305 S Country Fair
Dr. Apt 78, Champaign. IL 61821. Email
is dinty_musk@hotmail.eom. • Christine
Skorburg married Justin Michels on July 14.





Mr. & Mrs. Martin Hamrey
Mr. & Mrs. Edgar Bolles
Mr. & Mrs. Raymond Follingstad
Mr. & Mrs. James Mittlestedt
Mr. & Mrs. Charles Griffin
Rev. & Mrs. Donald Leigh
Mr. & Mrs. Irvin Polk
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Jackson
Mr. & Mrs. Gary Foss
Mr. & Mrs. Stewart Georgia
Mr. & Mrs. William Berry
Chantal Farnsworth Mrs. Vernon Oyer
Ralph Hadley Dr. & Mrs. Joseph Kerlin
Guy Heffield Mr. & Mrs. James Needier
Arthur Hoffman Miss Lois Weed
David Lybrook Christian Lehman
Krista Morris Lehman





John Petroff Mr. &C Mrs. Robert Ritchie
Ms. Marietta Fliehler




Mr. & Mrs. Earl Vandermark
Christine (Skorburg '01) & Justin Michels '0*
tie Skorburg '03. Karissa Romine. Elisa-
th Davies '02. Jeanelle Beam '00. Troy
chels '04. Derek Rust x. Nate Hulfish.
hn Nussbaum. Chris Miner '04. Phil Johr -
son '00. Dave Kauffman '00. Lindsay (Keyes) Lowell Townsend Mrs. Peggy Townsend
Valpatic and Julie Sterner. Chris is now a Jere Truex Mr. & Mrs. J. Patrick Sanders
lirad student at the Univ. of Illinois getting
her masters in social work. Justin is a finan-
Fred Vincent Mr. & Mrs. Thomas Murr
Mr. & Mrs. Dick Clem and Family
cial business analyst at State Farm Ins. Their
current address is 410 Ginger Bend Apt
204. Champaign, IL 61822. • Jon Tabor is
Mr. & Mrs. R. R. Weed
Gladys Young
Miss Lois Weed
Mr. & Mrs. Don Rediger
a math teacher at DeKalb County Schools. Given in honor ofi By:
He lives in Auburn. Ind. Email is jtabor
<sdekalb.kl2.in.us • Carrie Zuhlke is pro-
gram coordinator for the State of Indiana
—
Tom & Shirley Knox
Clara Lybrook





:pt. of Correction. She lives in I'lainricld,
d. Email is zuhlkster@yahoo.com.
Art & Gloria Muselman
Fred Shulze
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Drew
Mr. Rick Jones
Mr. Howard & Dr. Jessie Melander ,
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TAYLOR TOMORROW
The Taylor Tomorrow campaign is making a visible difference at Taylor. Since 1996 the campaign has
raised $64 million toward the $75 million goal. The money has been used to pay for projects like the new
residence hall and visual arts center in Upland and the new student commons in Fort Wayne. Additionally
the funds have been used for scholarships, endowed chairs and the Taylor/Annual Funds. With each project
Taylor increases her opportunities to strengthen hearts and expand minds.
Taylor Tomorrow. Anchored in the past ... Focused on the future.
Samuel Morris Residence Hall
fully funded, construction completed
Eicher Student Commons
$2.6 million needed for endowment of
annual maintenance costs, construction completed
Modelle Metcalf Visual Arts Center
$2 million needed for endowment of annual maintenance
costs, construction to be completed February 2003
Fort Wayne Library
$2.4 million needed for construction costs,
$2.5 million needed for endowment
of annual maintenance costs,
construction not yet begun
For over 13 years I ve been privileged to share the
mission ol T.ivlor and to work with you to strengthen
her ability to peach that vision. I cherish the friend-
ships that have been developed during these years and
thank God lor how I Ic has blessed the work. As I
begin m\ retirement with a thankful heart. I want
to again express my deep appreciation to all ol you.
To God be the glory!
Sincerely, yQt^4 of- l\A^^
£jg/aylor
f/mnorrowj
For more information on how you can support the
mission of Taylor University, contact Joyce Helyer
at 800-882-3456 ext. 4956.
www.iuyiuiu.cuu/ luyiut/uuuKstui c
TAYLORBOOKSTORE
A. Soft mini TU basketball.
$5.50
B.Long sleeve tee shirt. Yellow
w/black & gold design. S-XL.
S20.95











ON MY WAY TO TAYLOR ITflVERSTTl
Special Limited Edition !
W
TROJANS
E. 15 oz. white marbleized
mug w/purple seal.
$5.95
I. "Put me in coachl'children's
sweatshirt by Third Street.
12m,18m,2T,4T.
$11.95
F. Hooded children's fleecejacket.
Gray w/navy trim. 12m, 18m, 2T,
4T, 6T (limited quantities).
$18.95
J. Long sleeve tee shirt by Gear.
Gray w/purple design on chest
and left sleeve. S-XL.
$20.95
G. White cap w/navy & gold
embroidery. Adjustable.
$16.95
K."0n my way to Taylor"
Matchbox school bus.
$7.29
H.Mini (2 1/4" high) black
marbleized mug w/gold seal.
$4.59
L. Soft mini TU football.
$5.50
765-998-4090
236 W. Reade Ave. Regular hours
Upland, IN 46989- 1 00 1 Mon. - Fri. 8 - 5
Shipping $0to $50= $5
$50 to $100= $7.50
$100 and over = $10
www.tayloru.edu/taylor/bookstore
TAYLORBOOKSTORE
William Taylor Foundation - Explaining investments in your language.
'We're helping people make sense of their giving options. ,r
Nelson Rediger '66, associate executive director of the William Taylor Foundation
The William Taylor Foundation specializes in:
Bequests - Designate a portion of your assets or estate to Taylor University in your will or living trust. Gifts
established today provide benefits to Taylor University in the future.
Charitable gift annuities - In exchange for an irrevocable gift of cash or securities, the Foundation agrees to
pay one or two individuals you name a fixed sum each year for life.
Charitable remainder unitrustS - An irrevocable contract that may or may not transfer ownership of an
asset to Taylor University and provide the donor with income for life or a term of years.
Life insurance - Make Taylor University the owner and/or beneficiary of your life insurance policy.
Retirement plans and IRAS - Make Taylor the beneficiary of your retirement plan or IRA.
Life estate - You can give your home or farm or other real estate to Taylor University
today and retain the right to use the property for the rest of your life. You
receive an immediate income tax deduction based upon your age(s).
For more information regarding wise investing,























One hundred ten Taylor University students anc
staff members traveled to New York City from Sept.
27-30, 2001, to participate in the relief efforts. The
Taylor community also responded to the attacks on
the United States by holding prayer services and
fund raisers on campus to support those affected.
Get more information on what Taylor is doing to
serve the nation and the world after Sept. 11 at
and on inside
this issue.
This issue of
Taylor magazine
focuses on this
core value.
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